
         
 

ROLE PROFILE 
 
 

Job title Graduate Electrical / Electronic Engineering 

Business Unit Maritime Services ; Support 

Function Engineering 

Hiring manager Kristina Johnson 

Job type Graduate 

Location of Role Portsmouth Naval Base. 

 

Role profile… 

 

BAE Systems Maritime Services provides end-to-end military & technical services for some of the most 

complex Warships in the world, including Naval Base and Product & Training services. There are career paths 

that can be designed around your mix of skills and developing expertise. 

What you will be doing… (Role Duties and Responsibilities) 

 
 
As an Electrical and Electronic (E&E) Engineer within Maritime Services you will be responsible for a vast 

range of electronic products and services throughout their entire life cycle, from inception through to disposal. 

One project may have you working with the latest technology available - creating inspired designs to be sure 

such innovation is used to its full potential, another may have you working on board ship to ensure existing 

technology is maintained correctly to guarantee its availability when urgent action is required.  

 

Whatever the role, you will work first hand on the products and services that Maritime Services provide to our 

numerous customers across the globe. 

 

All E&E Engineers within Maritime Services are highly motivated, analytical and creative, able to see both 

small detail and how this affects the whole system. E&E Engineers must be focused on quality, safety and 

reliability of their work as they are the factors which give the advantage to our products. 

 
Candidates should be able to demonstrate excellent team working, communication and organisation skills, have 

broad based capabilities, make a positive contribution and be able to work closely with a range of internal and 

external customers. 

 

What we are looking for… (Skills and Experience) 

 

 
To apply you need at least 280 UCAS points (or equivalent excluding general studies). Predicted or obtained 

2:1 degree in Electrical/Marine/Engineering and the right to work in the UK post-graduation. 

 

 


